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Movement along 1D

Average velocity [m/s] 

Change in position [m]

Instantaneous velocity

Space- time function :        x(t) =  v*t  + x0





Acceleration

Given Space –time function:

Special acceleration in gravitation

g= 9.91 m/s²

Shooting vertical up

See 





Constant acceleration

Equ. Nr refer to Halliday Resnik Chap. 2

Equation of motion





Equation of movement by integration

  

finding :  x0 at t=0   C´= x0

 



Given : a = dv/dt

Given : v = dx/dt

x= x0 +v0t + ½ at²





Vectors and scalars

Change in position is vector, is has length and direction

Time is a scalar , it is a number, only, 

Additing vectors

Add two vectors
graphically



Cosinus : d²= b² + (a-c)²- 2|b||a-c|cos g g = 180°-30°=150 °

d²=2²+3²-2*2*3*0.5*1.732=4+9-12*(-0.866)=23.4   d= 4.83



Vector components

Amount and angle

Unit vectors



Vector sum



Vectors in different co-ordinate systems

Vectos in physics are independent of the co-ordinate system of choice

Skalar product of two vectors = Scalar

Multiply each component





Right hand rule
Vector product = vector



=(-4*3-0*0)i +(0*(-2))-3*3)j+(3*0- (-2)*(-4)) k= -12i -9j +8k 



Movement in 2 and 3 dimension

Position:

Difference position





Velocity





acceleration



Δ Ԧ𝑟 = 9.75Ԧ𝑖 − 47Ԧ𝑗

|Δ Ԧ𝑟| = 9.75² + 47² [m] = 48m

ΔΘ= −10° − −41° = +31°

Rabbit on the parking lot - position as function of time 



Projectile motion

Horizontal motion

Vertical motion

Trajectory y=fkt(x)



Horizontal range

Find : x – x0 =R      and y-y0 =0 

Eliminating t

Using identity : 

Maximum at q=45°





Relative motion in 1D





Relative motion in 2D





Force is a vector quantity

Considering principle of superposition of forces, Fnet is the resultant
force of all forces acting at the body

F1

Our earth is stricktly
speaking not an intertial
system



Newton´s 2nd law

Mass is scalar

As acceleration is a vector, also Force is a vector

Dimension:  1 N= 1kg m/s²

Use a free-body diagram 



1D force
diagram



Ԧ𝑟 = 5.0Ԧ𝑖 − 6.0Ԧ𝑗 + 2.0𝑘

2D force vector´s diagram



Gravitational force

yAs vector

Weigth

How to measure weightNote: weigth is not 
mass!!



Normal Force

If ay =0



Friction is resistance to an attempt to slide

Tension is a force applied to a cord (or similar) to keep it streched



Newton´s 3rd law

Actio equals reactio


